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ABSTRACT

YouTube uploaders are the central agents in the YouTube phenomenon. We conduct extensive measurement and analysis of YouTube uploaders. We estimate YouTube scale and examine the uploading behavior of YouTube users. We demonstrate the positive reinforcement between on-line social behavior and uploading behavior. Furthermore, we examine whether YouTube users are truly broadcasting themselves, via characterizing and classifying videos as either user generated or user copied.

Categories and Subject Descriptors

C.4 [Performance of Systems]: General—measurement techniques; C.2.3 [Computer-Communication Networks]: Network Operations—network monitoring, public networks

General Terms

Measurement, Performance
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1. INTRODUCTION

YouTube is a major Internet phenomenon. Driving YouTube’s success are its uploaders – the millions of users who upload content to the YouTube site. YouTube uses the slogan “Broadcast Yourself” to highlight its unique feature of allowing ordinary Internet users to freely distribute videos. By encouraging users to upload content and broadcast themselves, YouTube has transformed Internet users from video consumers to video producers.

Due to its remarkable success, there have been several recent studies about YouTube [13, 4, 6, 10, 12, 1, 2, 3, 7, 19, 17, 14, 16, 18], providing important insights into YouTube videos, viewers, social behavior, video traffic, and recommendation system. However, the YouTube uploaders – who are at the core of the YouTube phenomenon – have yet to be studied carefully. In this paper, we provide a large-scale, comprehensive measurement study of YouTube uploaders. Such a study is important, as a big-picture understanding of YouTube must take into account its uploaders. Our contributions are as follows:

- Analysis of YouTube uploaders: All the videos in YouTube are uploaded by users. The most fundamental question is who are the uploaders and what are their characteristics. To this end, we carefully design crawling, sampling and analysis methodologies. Estimating the scale of YouTube, we find that there are approximately 47.3 million uploaders, having uploaded 448 million of videos (with an aggregated length of 2.649 years), and having attracted more than 1.5 trillion of views. To our knowledge, this represents the only modern (and systematic) estimate of YouTube scale currently available. We find that the top 20% of the uploaders (in terms of number of uploaded videos) contribute 72.5% of videos, while the top 20% of most popular uploaders attract approximately 97% of views. We find that uploaders belonging to the social network are more active than those not belonging, and upload on average more than twice as many videos. We study the uploading behavior of users with different gender, age, and geographic locations.
- UGC vs. UCC: YouTube is designed for sharing user generated content. However, many videos in YouTube are simply copied from other places – such as from movies, TV shows, and other professional video websites – rather than being originally generated by ordinary Internet users. We classify videos as UGC and UCC and investigate the properties of UGC and UCC videos from three different groups of representative uploaders. We make the critical observation that most uploaders consistently upload either UGC or UCC videos.

2. YOUTUBE UPLOADERS

In the jargon of YouTube, each subscribed user has its own channel. Throughout this paper we use the term user and channel interchangeably. Each channel has a channel profile that includes the channel name and (optionally) personal information about the user, such as the user’s name, gender, age, interests and homepage (outside of YouTube). A user is said to be an uploader if it has uploaded at least one video. Each channel also includes links to all of the user’s uploaded videos, links to users favorite videos, links to the users friends, and links to its subscribers and subscriptions.
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2.1 Methodologies and Datasets

In this paper we use the related video graph to crawl the uploaders. Specifically, for a given uploader, we first obtain the list of uploaded videos. For each of its uploaded videos, we crawl the related videos and determine all the corresponding uploaders, which we refer to as the related uploaders. We then repeat the process. Unlike most other social network measurement studies, where typically a small part of the social graph is crawled, and the results are highly dependent on the sampling methodologies, we attempt to crawl the entire related video graph to avoid any assumptions underlying the sampling methodologies that may not be held for the related video graph. After crawling the entire related video graph, we then randomly select a subset of uploaders and conduct deeper investigation.

Using a depth-first-search (DFS) of the related uploader graph, we crawled approximately 44.8 million unique uploader IDs over a 90-day period (from 9/22/2010 to 12/22/2010). In order to crawl such a large number of IDs in a 90-day period, we did not download the channel page for each ID; instead we simply collected the ID for each uploader. In the last weeks of our crawl, our crawler, based on related videos, continued to see a large number of uploaders every hour; but, the number of new IDs per hour dropped off dramatically. To verify that the 44.8 million uploader IDs nearly fully cover the YouTube uploaders, we conducted another independent crawl via the YouTube friend social network. The related video network and the social network are two separate networks. The social network is created by the YouTube users, and the related video network is created by YouTube. Using DFS of the friend social network, we crawled 100,000 YouTube social uploaders. We found that 94,737 of the social uploaders (94.7%) were found in our set of 44.8 million uploaders. Given that crawling rate dramatically dropped in the last week of our crawl, and that the resulting set contained 94.7% of the uploaders from an independent crawl, we believe that the crawl is representative and nearly complete over all YouTube uploaders. From the 44.8 million IDs, we randomly selected 100,000 uploaders and then fully crawled all their channel information. We call this dataset UploadSam.


2.2 Scale of YouTube

In this subsection, by measuring and analyzing the YouTube uploaders, we estimate the scale of YouTube, including the total number of uploaders, the total number of videos, the aggregate length of YouTube videos, the total number of views. YouTube currently does not make this information public. To our knowledge, there has not been any systematic attempt to estimate the scale of YouTube in the past several years.

First, we estimate the total number of uploaders in YouTube. Since we claim that most uploaders in YouTube have been crawled, the number of uploaders can be simply estimated as 44.8/0.947=47.3 million. We then define a scale factor for 473 by comparing the total number of uploaders and the number of uploaders in UploadSam. We now estimate the total number of videos and aggregate length in YouTube. We find that there are 947,960 videos uploaded by the uploaders in UploadSam and the aggregate length of these videos is 5.6 years. Using the same scaling factor of 473, we therefore estimate that, up to December 2010, the total number of videos published to be 448 million and the aggregate video length to be 2,649 years.

We can also estimate the total number of views and the total viewing time in YouTube. The total number of views of the videos in UploadSam is approximately 3.1 billion. Because we also know the length of individual videos and their view times for the videos in UploadSam, we can calculate the total viewing time on these videos, which is 20,891 years. Once again using the scale factor of 473, we can estimate the total number of views to be 1.5 trillion and total viewing time to be 9.9 million years. Table 1 summarizes the scale of YouTube.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of uploaders</th>
<th>47.3 million</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of videos</td>
<td>448 million</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aggregate video length</td>
<td>2,649 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of views</td>
<td>1.5 trillion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aggregate view time</td>
<td>9.9 million years</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Estimated YouTube Scale

Figure 1: YouTube uploaders rank ordered by number of uploaded videos.

We further investigate the uploading pattern of YouTube uploaders. We observe that many uploaders upload very infrequently, but when they upload, they often upload several videos at the same time. An uploader who uploads multiple videos may only upload once during its life time. We investigate the “active time” of uploaders in different time scales. For example, if the time scale is one day, and if an uploader uploads at least one video, we consider this uploader active in that day, no matter how many videos it uploads. Figure 4 plots the PDF of active times of uploaders, with time scales of one day, one calendar month, and one calendar year. We eliminate the uploaders that newly joined and only consider the 83,769 uploaders that joined YouTube before 2010. We observe that 32.5%, 40.0%, and 56.1% of uploaders have been active for only one day, one month, and one year, respectively. Thus, less than half of the uploaders have been active for a period extending over one year.

We now examine whether a YouTube uploader tends to upload videos into a small number of categories. To this end, for each
uploading behavior no matter how many videos the uploaders upload.

2.4 Uploader Views and Subscribers

In YouTube, some uploaders are more popular than others, with more users viewing their uploaded videos. YouTube incentives the very popular uploaders by sharing its ad revenue with them. To some extent, the number of views of an uploader influences its motivation to upload. We investigate the number of views on individual uploaders in the dataset UploadSam.

Figure 2 plots the uploader rank ordered by the number of uploader views in the dataset UploadSam. Surprisingly, the number of views does not follow a Zipf distribution. Our conjecture is that uploader popularity has been tuned by YouTube intentionally by YouTube’s recommendation system (that is, the related videos). On one hand, there are fewer unpopular uploaders than there would be in a Zipf distribution. Specifically, more than 47% of uploaders attract more than 1,000 uploader views, implying that YouTube uploaders enjoy good visibility, even for those who upload a very small number of videos. Thus, YouTube’s recommendation system (that is, related videos) seems to be somewhat biased towards less popular uploaders. On the other hand, among all uploaders, the most popular 20% of the uploaders attract 97.0% of views, which does not follow the 80-20 rule. Thus YouTube’s recommendation

CDF of the top-category ratio. Focusing on the uploaders who upload more than 100 videos, we see that about 20% of the uploaders only upload to a single category, and more than 85% of uploaders upload more than 50% of their videos to their top category. By considering the relatively large number of videos uploaded by this group of uploaders, we see there is a strong tendency to concentrate videos in a small number of categories. These can be further demonstrated in Figure 5 (b) and (c). As shown in Figure 5 (b), more than 70% of uploaders upload more than 80% of their videos to the top three categories. As shown in Figure 5 (c), more than 80% of uploaders have a category entropy less than 0.5. Interestingly, the category concentration trend appears to be independent of how active the uploader is. All three groups present similar behavior no matter how many videos the uploaders upload.
Top three categories; (c) uniformed category entropy.

Figure 5: Category-concentrated uploading. (a) uploaded video ratio of the top category; (b) uploaded video ratio of the top-three categories; (c) uniformed category entropy.

Figure 6: Distribution of geographic location.

The maximum, mean, and median of uploaded videos are reported in Table 2. We briefly remark that there are also many very unpopular uploaders in our random sample: 13.5% of the 100,000 uploaders have less than 100 views (aggregated across all of the uploader's videos).

Figure 3 plots the uploader rank ordered by the number of subscribers in dataset UploadSam. We observe that the number of subscribers follows a Zipf distribution. Therefore, although a recommendation system seems to be also biased to the very popular uploaders. The maximum, mean, and median of uploaded videos are reported in Table 2. We briefly remark that there are also many very unpopular uploaders in our random sample: 13.5% of the 100,000 uploaders have less than 100 views (aggregated across all of the uploader's videos).

2.5 Gender, Age and Location

YouTube uploaders may provide gender information in their profiles. In UploadSam, 99.7% of uploaders specify their gender information, 91.2% specify their ages, and 90.0% specify both. We find that there are more than three times the number of male uploaders than female uploaders. Consistent with the number of uploaders, male uploaders contribute more than three times the number of videos and attract more than three times the number of views than female uploaders. We also observe that the uploaders with ages from 20 to 30 are the most active uploaders, contributing approximately 40.0% of YouTube videos.

YouTube is a US-based Internet application, but it is widely used all over the world. We investigate the geographic location of the YouTube uploaders. The YouTube API provides the uploaders' country information. We carefully examine the geographic location information for the uploaders in dataset UploadSam and eliminate 4,137 uploaders whose location information is noisy.

Figure 6 shows the number of uploaders from the top ten countries. As expected, the US is the top country in terms of number of uploaders, accounting for 31.1% of the total YouTube uploaders. The other top nine countries account for more than 43.7%, while the remaining countries account for 25.2%. In addition to the US, YouTube is very popular in Europe and South America. However, it is less popular in Japan and Korea, which is surprising since these two countries have high Internet usage. YouTube is not accessible from Mainland China.

2.6 Social Uploaders

Some YouTube users join this social network (who we call social users), while others are not (who we call non-social users). We now study how the YouTube social network influences uploader behavior. We first ask, what fraction of the social users are uploaders, and what fraction of YouTube users on the whole are uploaders? To this end, using breath-first search, we crawl a large number of YouTube users (10,000,000) in the YouTube friend social network. We then randomly select a subset of 100,000 users (named SocUsr) to investigate whether these social users are uploaders. We find that 43% of the 100,000 social users in SocUsr have uploaded at least one video. To estimate the fraction of YouTube users on the whole who are uploaders, we assume that there are totally 135 million unique U.S. YouTube users. Note that this is a very conservative estimate, since it has been reported that 135 million unique U.S. viewers viewed YouTube videos in December 2009 [8]. Recall that approximately 31.1% of the uploaders are from the U.S. and that there are around 47.3 million uploaders in YouTube. By considering both social and non-social YouTube users, we estimate the fraction of YouTube users who are uploaders to be at most $\frac{47.3}{135} \approx 0.35 = 0.109$. In summary, whereas at most 10.9% of the YouTube users are uploaders, 43% of the social users are uploaders. Thus, social users are much more inclined (at least four times more!) to be uploaders than the average YouTube users.

To compare the behavior of the social uploaders and non-social uploaders, we re-visit the dataset UploadSam and group the uploaders into social uploaders and non-social uploaders, based on whether an uploader belongs to the social network. Figure 7 (a) plots the rank of uploaders ordered by the number of uploaded videos. Figure 7 (b) plots the rank of uploaders ordered by the number of uploader views. These figures clearly show that social uploaders upload more videos and receive more views – on average twice as many – than their non-social counterparts.

There are two possible reasons why social uploaders upload significantly more than non-social uploaders. On one hand, there is a feedback loop: when a social uploader publishes a new video, it will likely be viewed by many of the uploader's friends; this positive feedback incentivizes the social user to upload even more. On the other hand, users who upload a lot are more likely to join the social network, since they are already very active in YouTube. Without actually interviewing the uploaders, it is difficult to say which of these two reasons weighs more heavily in user behavior. However, it is reasonable to believe that these two reasons together explain why social uploaders are more driven to contribute.

3. USER GENERATED OR USER COPIED?

With its slogan “Broadcast Yourself”, YouTube has been designed for sharing user generated content. However, a significant fraction of videos are not originally from YouTube, but are instead simply copied from other places, such as movies, TV shows, and other professional video websites. Thus, content on YouTube can
be classified as User Generated Content (UGC) or User Copied Content (UCC). In this section, we seek to classify each uploader as a UGC uploader, a UCC uploader, or a combined UGC/UCC uploader. As a consequence of the classification, we will be able to estimate the importance of UCC content in YouTube.

The classification of a video as either UGC or UCC is not always black and white. We begin this analysis by defining UGC and UCC videos:

- **UGC**: A contiguous snippet of a video that was originally distributed outside of YouTube. For example, a snippet of a movie, of a TV show, or of anything originally broadcasted over TV. This also includes videos created by professional video producers, such as NBC. These professional uploaders publish these videos on their own websites, and then on YouTube to broaden their visibility.

- **UGC**: A video that is originally generated for YouTube-like video sharing websites. This not only includes videos captured with user’s digital cameras and webcams, but also mash-ups of copied video snippets.

We now manually classify uploaders and videos as either UGC or UCC. We first create a dataset for three groups of uploaders:

- **Popular uploaders**: This group contains the 100 most popular uploaders, as explicitly presented in the YouTube website. Although it is unclear to us exactly how YouTube decides which uploaders to include in this list of 100 uploaders, in general, each of these uploaders attracts a large number of uploader views.

- **Social uploaders**: This group contains 100 randomly chosen uploaders from the YouTube social network. As shown in Section 2.6, the uploaders in the YouTube social network are in general more active than those not in the social network.

- **Random uploaders**: This group contains 100 randomly selected uploaders from UploadSam. This group represents the typical behavior of YouTube uploaders.

### 3.0.1 UGC or UCC Uploader?

We first examine whether YouTube uploaders upload mostly UGC content or mostly UCC content, but not both types of content. We say an uploader is a UCC (respectively, UGC) uploader if more than 90% of its videos are UCC (respectively, UGC).

As shown in Table 3, for each of the three groups, more than 95% of the uploaders are either UGC uploaders or UCC uploaders. This is a critical observation. One immediate application of this finding is, for automatically classifying videos as UGC or UCC, in addition to the features of individual videos (e.g., number of video views, video title, video category, etc.), one can indirectly classify the video by classifying its uploader. Thus, the uploader information provides useful features for automatic video classification.

Although the fraction of non-dominant uploaders is small for the three groups, the relative fractions of UCC/UGC uploaders is strikingly different among the three groups. Observe that 77% of the random uploaders are UGC uploaders. Thus most of the users in YouTube are indeed publishing user generated content. However, in the popular group, 63% of uploaders are UCC uploaders, implying that the majority of the most popular uploaders are not uploading user generated content! We mention that many (but not all) of the uploaders in the popular group are professional video producers, such as NBC.

### 3.0.2 Number of uploaded videos

We now investigate the detailed properties of UCC/UGC uploaders. For both UGC and UCC uploaders, and for each of the three groups, Figure 8 plots the uploader rank ordered by number of up-
loaded videos. The figure also indicates the average number of uploaded videos for each curve. We observe that, on average, UCC uploaders upload many more videos than UGC uploaders. This is probably because it is much easier for a UCC uploader to generate video clips from movies and TV shows than it is for a UGC uploader to generate original content. This figure clearly shows that video content influences an uploader’s uploading behavior.

3.0.3 Views and subscribers

We have shown that UCC uploaders generally upload more videos than UGC uploaders. This does not necessarily mean, however, that UCC uploaders are more popular than UGC uploaders in terms of number of views. Figure 9 plots the uploader rank ordered by number of views for UCC/UGC uploaders in different groups. Similarly, we indicate the average number of views for each curve. Surprisingly, in the popular group, the UGC uploaders on average attract more than twice as many views as the UCC uploaders, even though many of the popular UCC uploaders publish professionally generated videos and upload more videos. This demonstrates that ordinary Internet users are capable of creating more interesting and popular channels than the professional producers! A similar observation can be made for the uploaders in the social network group and the random group: except for the top uploaders, UGC uploaders are in general more popular. However, UCC uploaders are on average more popular than the UGC uploaders in the social network group and the random group, because the very top UCC uploaders attract significantly more views than the very top UGC uploaders.

We have seen that several video features (video category and video title) and several video uploader features (number of uploaded videos, number of active times, maximum number of uploaded videos in a day, gender, and uploader dominant category) provide hints about whether a particular video is UGC or UCC. In future work, we will explore using machine learning with these features for automatic classification of videos as UGC and UCC.

4. RELATED WORK

As mentioned in the Introduction, there are several studies on measuring and analyzing YouTube. Mislove et al. investigated several on-line social networks, including YouTube [13]. Their study mainly focuses on the properties of social graphs, e.g., the power-law, small-world, and scale-free properties. Cha et al. comprehensively studied YouTube from the perspective of YouTube videos and viewers [4]. The authors studied the popularity life-cycle of videos, the statistical properties of requests and their relationship with video age, and the level of content aliasing and illegal content. From the system design perspective, they also discuss the potential of using P2P in UGC VoD systems. Similar to [4], Cheng et al. investigated the video properties of YouTube [6]. They found that the related video network forms a small world network. Leveraging the small world property, Cheng et al. optimized P2P system design to effectively distribute videos for YouTube [7]. Zhou et al. study the view sources of YouTube videos, and find that related video recommendation is one of the most important sources [18].

Gill et al. [10] investigated YouTube from the perspective of YouTube traffic. They examined YouTube usage patterns, file properties, and transfer characteristics. They also investigated the YouTube video properties, such as video popularity and referring behaviors. Zink et al. also investigated YouTube from the perspective of YouTube traffic [19], with a focus on measurement methodology and modeling.

Benevenuto et al. investigated the user behavior in a social network created by video interactions, and characterized a social network created by the video interactions among users in YouTube [2]. They identified typical user behavior patterns and showed evidence of anti-social behavior such as self promotion and content pollution. Benevenuto et al. considered the problem of detecting video spammers, and applied machine learning to provide a heuristic for classifying an arbitrary video as either legitimate or spam [3]. Qiu et al. [15] and Cha et al. [5] studied the user behavior in large scale IPTV systems. Cuevas et al. [9] studied the user behavior of content publishers in BitTorrent.

With its slogan “Broadcast Yourself,” YouTube has been designed for sharing user generated content, where uploaders play the critical role. Surprisingly, to our knowledge, none of the prior studies carefully examines YouTube uploader properties in a systematic and comprehensive way. Our study fills this gap and paints a precise picture of YouTube uploaders.

5. CONCLUSION

As Internet researchers, we are interested in the characteristics and behavior of the content creators, arguably the most important entities in the Internet phenomenon. By identifying which uploaders in the near future will likely attract many views, advertisers can make more informed decisions. Google currently makes little information publicly available about the scale of YouTube. To understand YouTube’s relative importance in the Internet landscape, we need to have estimates of it scale, which are provided in this paper.

In this paper, we provide a comprehensive study on YouTube uploaders, the central agents in the YouTube phenomenon. We conduct extensive measurement and analysis and obtain an in-depth understanding of YouTube uploaders. We estimate YouTube scale and examine the uploading behavior of YouTube users. Furthermore, we examine whether YouTube users are really broadcasting themselves, via characterizing and classifying user generated videos and user copied videos. Moreover, we demonstrate the positive reinforcement between on-line social behavior and uploading behavior. Perhaps the most surprising result in the paper is the discovery that much of the content in YouTube is not user generated. We found that 63% of the most popular uploaders are primarily uploading UCC content, and that UCC uploaders on average upload many more videos than UGC uploaders. The results and observations in Section 3 can be used as a first step towards an automatic algorithm for classifying UGC and UCC content.
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Section 3: Two high-level comments about this section. First, I don't really understand how you classify UGC vs UCC; the text is vague about this. Second, I am not sure I agree with what you call UCC; NBC uploading trailers or snippets are not "copying" anything - I got the feeling you wanted to distinguish content that the user "authored" herself vs. content that the user "borrowed" from others and reposted? Your definition of copying (which is vague, btw) seems the muddle these two.
Section 4: do you apply the techniques for detecting spammers/video spam to filter your dataset. I wonder if the results will change if you do that.

**Reviewer #5**

**Strengths:**
- Interesting analysis of the uploaders’ profile (to the best of my knowledge, it is the one of the first studies at this level on Youtube uploaders)
- The paper reads pretty well.

**Weaknesses:**
- The analysis is somewhat superficial, should be more careful before drawing conclusions. Assessing that the number of views/subscribers does not/does follow a Zipf distribution needs some more rigorous justification than a graphical plot.
- There may be a bias in the sampling process to construct the dataset, and the paper does not present compelling sanity checks on this point.

**Comments to Authors:**

The paper presents an interesting set of observations, but suffers from two main problems in my view:

1. The claims about distributions are made by visual inspection of cdf plots, which is not rigorous (e.g., that Figure 2 shows that the number of views does not follow a Zipf distribution but that Figure 3 shows that the number of subscribers does follow a Zipf distribution). QQ plots, and even better, hypothesis testing, should be conducted to have a more quantitative validation. Given the emphasis given to these observations in the paper, this more rigorous validation is needed.

2. The sampling process may be biased and corrupt the analysis, for example in the way you “randomly (that is, uniformly over the set of all users?) select a subset of uploaders and conduct deeper investigation”. In addition DFS adds a bias favoring high degree nodes of the graph (but which fades away if the coverage is large, see Kurant et al’s paper on unbiased sampling, IEEE JSAC, 2011). The paper does not convince the reader that the proper sanity checks have been made in order to be sure that these measurement biases do not invalidate the results.

**Response from the Authors**

We would like to thank the reviewers for their insightful comments. We included the suggested reference but otherwise did not make any significant changes to the paper.

As Internet researchers, we are interested in the characteristics and behavior of the content creators, arguably the most important entities in the Internet phenomenon. By identifying which uploaders in the near future will likely attract many views, advertisers can make more informed decisions. As mentioned by one of the reviewers, Google currently makes little information publicly available about the scale of YouTube. To understand YouTube’s relative importance in the Internet landscape, we need to have estimates of it scale, which are provided in this paper.

We are confident that we crawled the majority of the Youtube uploaders. In the last weeks, our crawler, based on related videos, continued to see a large number of uploaders every hour; but, as indicated in the paper, the number of previously un-observed uploaders dropped off dramatically in the final weeks. Most importantly, we validated our claim by examining the overlap with YouTube’s social network. The related video network and the social network are two separate networks. The social network is created by the YouTube users, and the related video network is created by YouTube. We acknowledge that there may be some singleton uploaders who are not included. We also did some small studies (not reported in paper) with some low-view uploaders (the authors and their friends) and found that they were all included in our crawl. Also, 13.5% of the 100,000 uploaders have less than 100 views in our data set.

Perhaps the most surprising result in the paper is the discovery that much of the content in YouTube is not user generated. We defined UCC content in the submitted paper as: A contiguous snippet of a video that was originally distributed outside of YouTube. We believe this definition is quite clear. We manually examined all of the videos from 300 uploaders (100 from each of the three categories), a very laborious and painstaking process. Of course, we would prefer to use a larger sample size. We found that 63% of the most popular uploaders are primarily uploading UCC content, and that UCC uploaders on average upload many more videos than UGC uploaders. The results and observations in Section 3 can be used as a first step towards an automatic algorithm for classifying UGC and UCC content.